Abshad -A simple statistical channel model is suggested to account for single position bit shifts that have been identified to be one of the major impairments in magnetic recording. We investigate bounds on the capacity of this channel where the channel inputs are the ( d , k ) codes, commonly used in magnetic recordings. For d r 2 , this channel is conveniently described in terms of phrase lengths where a bit shi causes a phrase either to shrink or to expand. The inherent correlation present in consecutive shift-affected phrases introduces memory into the channel model. Sequences of nondecreasing lower bounds and nonincreasing upper bounds on the capacity are evaluated and investigated for a variety of parameters. Lower bounds on the zero-error capacity are also studied. The channel model is extended to a concatenated scheme of a bit shift channel connected in tandem with the binary symmetric channel, thus capturing both major error generating mechanisms-the bit shifts as well as randomly generated errors. Lower and upper bounds on the capacity of this concatenated channel model with ( d , k ) input sequences are derived and discussed.
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I. INTRODUCT~ON
Peak detectors are common practice in standard high-density magnetic recording systems [1]- [3] . It has been noticed that one of the major impairments in these systems is the so-called bit shift (peak-shift) [1]- [7] . The bit shifts in the recovered data stream are caused by readback peaks being shifted in time due to data-dependent noise effects, read-out circuitry imperfection and clock jittering. Bit shift also results from the magnetization transition shift that occurs during the "write" process [8] , [9] and can also be interpreted as a nonlinear distortion. In some cases this nonlinear phenomenon accounts for most of the errors monitored in the system [6] , [7] . It has also been noticed that in a well designed recording system most of the bit shifts span only one bit position and the probabilities of the right-shifted bits and the left-shifted bits are not necessarily equal. Bit shifts are not the only impairments in magnetic recording systems and random erroneous bit patterns caused mainly by media and electronic noises were also noticed [6] .
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tive zero symbol runs between pairs of one symbols respectively, are used to control intersymbol interference and self clocking. The commonly used RLL sequences do not usually possess significant error-correcting capabilities [ 111 and therefore they are unable to cope efficiently with the channel impairments. This has motivated some recent studies of combined error-correcting codes having RLL properties [12] - [16] . Codes designed specifically to cope with a single position bit shift within an encoded block are considered in [17] whereas mulitibit shifts of a single position are discussed in (181.
Naturally the question of the capacity, or the maximum rate of reliable information transmission conveyed by RLL sequences, is encountered. For the ideal errorless channel the answer has long been known [19] and capacity equals the logarithm of the largest root of a certain polynomial specified by the ( d , k ) constraints; see [ll] for an overview and further details. Recently bounds on the capacity have been reported for the memoryless binary symmetric channel (BSC) and for the discrete-time memoryless additive Gaussian channel [ 101, [20] . These elementary channel models account for the random errors observed in practical recording systems. However, they do not capture the bit shift effects and therefore are of limited significance in predicting the ultimate performance of a large class of practical systems for which bit shifts are the major cause for performance degradation.
In this correspondence we propose a simple statistical channel model termed peak-shift channel (PSC)' to model single position (possibly asymmetrical) bit shifts and derive lower and upper bounds on the capacity of the proposed model with the constraint of RLL input sequences. In the next section, the channel model is introduced and the bounding technique along with bounds on the capacity are presented. Lower bounds on the zero-error capacity of the PSC are worked out and discussed. Some properties of the bounds are explored and numerical results for a variety of parameters are given. In Section 111, we extend our channel model to include random errors as well as bit shift effects. This is done by concatenating the proposed PSC with a BSC. Some bounds on the capacity of this newly configurated channel with RLL constrained input sequences are derived and discussed. A discussion and some concluding remarks in Section IV complete the correspondence. one single position to its right (right shift), or to its left (left shift). This is demonstrated in Fig. 1 where a specific ( d , k ) = (2,s) input sequence undergoes bit shifts. The places where left or right shifts occurred are designated with small arrows pointing in the direction of the shifts. The input and output phrases and their respective lengths are explicitly shown. We conclude therefore that the PSC is conveniently formulated in terms of phrase lengths. The bit shift effect, restricted here to no more than a single bit position, either shrinks or expands the input phrase; of course, the phrase lengths are not modified if no bit shift has taken place. We restrict our discussion to d 2 2, therefore additional phrases are neither generated nor existing phrases are destroyed (see also Fig. 1) . Let x, be the ith channel input phrase length and y, be the corresponding channel output phrase length. An inherent pairwise correlation is introduced into the (y,); this is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 1 , where a single left shift at the end of the second input phrase (x, = 5 ) has affected both the second and the third output phrases ( y, and y3 respectively). Keeping track of this consecutive inherent correlation, yields,
where E , is a ternary random variable taking on (-1,0, + 1) values designating whether a left ( -l), a right (+ 1) or no (0) bit shift has occurred at the end of the ith phrase. This simple discrete-time model is schematically described in Fig. 2 (b) whereas in Fig. 2(a) the PSC is represented by a block where the inputs are binary ( d , k ) sequences and the outputs are the corresponding binary symbols. We resort here to a simplified model and assume that { E , ) is an independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) sequence with the probability distribution . P(€, = 1) = PI, P(€, = -1) = P-1, P ( E i = O ) = l -P 1 -P -l .
It is convenient to introduce the parameters Po = 1 -( P, + P -1 ) , Pa, = 1 /2( P, -P -1 ) , (2) where Po is interpreted as the probability of no bit shift (in either direction) taking place and Pas is the shift asymmetry factor. Equation (1) where X N = ( x 1 , x 2 ; . ., x,) and Y N = (yl, y2;. ., y,) stand for the channel input and output vectors with the phrase length components x i and yL, respectively. The notation I( *; .) is used for average mutual information [21, ch. 21 and E stands for the statistical expectation. The supremum is taken over all P ( X N ) , the probability measures of X N , satisfying the ( d , k ) constraint, i.e., x 1 € ( d + 1 , d + 2 ; . . , k + 1 ) , i = l , 2 ; . -, N . The whole class of the ( d , k ) constrained probability measures of vectors of length N is explicitly denoted by P"(d, k ) . The normalization of Z(YN; A") specified by the divisor E ( X N ) Cfi,E(x,)-the average length of N phrases-is introduced in order to determine the capacity in terms of bits per channel input symbol; that is: per channel (described in Fig. 2(a) ) use (and not per input phrase which would be determined by replacing E ( X N ) by N ) . This normalization is in place if a comparison to the capacity of other channels on a bit by bit basis is of interest; it is commonly applied [lo], [22] in cases where the phrase representation is natural and lend itself to a relatively simple analysis. The mathematical justification follows by [23] .
We restrict our attention to stationary phrase length sequences {x,), since the channel described by (1) is discrete-time invariant though not memoryless and the capacity achieving distribution of {x,) is therefore stationary (see detailed arguments in [20] ). For convenience, we keep the notation P N ( d , k ) to describe the class of all stationary probability measures of N-tuples of phrase lengths satisfying the (d, k ) constraints.
B. Upper Bounds on Capacity
The average mutual information is conveniently expressed 
along with the observation that,
N-'H(YNIXN) = N-'H(EN) = H ( € )
= -P -, log P-,
. . , -a nonincreasing sequence of upper bounds, namely, 1 = 0 , 1 ; . * .
In this derivation we have the definition
which follows due to stationarity and the relation described by (1).
The supremum in (7) is taken over all the joint ( I + 1) tuple probability distribution of the inputs P ( X ' + ' ) , within the class of stationary (d, k ) phrases that induce the joint probability distribution of the output (1 + 1) tuple [ ( Y r + l ) via (I). The simplest, though the least tight bound CO is derived in the Appendix and numerically evaluated and discussed in Section 11-E.
C. Lower Bounds on Capacity
The derive lower bounds on the capacity Cps, we restrict our attention to input sequences { x J , which are first-order Markov and of course satisfy the (d, k ) constraints. The lower bounds on capacity follow closely the derivation reported in [lo] taking here into account the memory introduced by the channel. It is of convenience to specify the average mutual information in terms of the entropies ( 9 ) Note now that due to the first-order Markov property and stationarity of the sequence ( x i ) , N -' H ( X N ) 2 H(x,lx,-,) with equality in the limit N --$ where it is also noted that H(x,lx,-,) does not depend on j for j > 1. Further, observe that 5 H ( x j l E j -l , x j -l , y j , y j + , ; . ., y j + , ) , 1s N -j , which follows due to relaxation of conditioning in the conditional entropy expressions and observing that the right-hand side term is independent of j for j > 1. Choosing j = 2 yields, Substituting now this inequality into (3) gives a nondecreasing sequence of lower bounds on the capacity l=0,1,2, (11) where the expressions are calculated for some given joint distribution of pairs of the inputs P ( x , , x , ) satisfying the ( d , k ) constraint. Note that the probability law of P ( x , , x 2 ) defines uniquely the joint distribution of the N tuple P ( X N ) by the first-order Markov property, thus3 
N -' z ( Y N ; X N ) = N -' H ( X N ) -N -q X N l Y N ) .

I = d + l
This specific distribution is known to achieve C, = logy, the noiseless channel (that is Po = 1) capacity. The lower bound _CO is exemplified and further discussed in Section 11-E.
3Here P(x,lx,) is interpreted as P ( x , ) .
lossless of finite order can be viewed as "deterministic with bounded delay." .
D. Zero-Error Capacity
It is worth noting that this channel has a nonvanishing zeroerror capacity; that is: there are nonzero rates at which data can be transmitted with zero-error probability. A lower bound on the zero-error capacity follows by using codewords whose inter distance span is not less than 3. For example, for a (d, k ) code, only phrases of length d + 1, d + 4 , d + 7 . . . , and not longer than k + 1, are employed. Any sequence of this kind can be uniquely and errorlessly reconstructed by the channel outputs only. This is demonstrated by first observing the first phrase (starting with a sequence of zeros since d 2 2) the length of which is possibly modified by = -l,O,l. Since there are no other phrases at distance smaller than 3 no error in determining the length of the first phrase is made and the value of can therefore also be uniquely specified. The length of the next phrase given the value of E , , can also be modified just by -1,0,1 corresponding to the value of E~ and therefore due to the interlength distance of the input sequence, which is at least 3, this phrase is also uniquely specified. The conclusion follows by repeating the same arguments over and over again. It is readily seen that the allowable phrase lengths should start with the minimal possible value, that is: d + 1, as then, the group contains the maximal number of possible phrases, the average length of which is minimal. The lower bound on the zero-error capacity _ C , is given by
where the phrases are chosen independently and the length x takes on values in where A is uniquely determined by
The value CzE is evaluated in Section 11-E for some ( d , k ) parameters.
Note now that C , , is interpreted as a special case of the lower bound CO (12) where the specific distribution discussed above is used. This follows since for this specific distribution
x + E determines uniquely x and E and therefore H ( x + E ) = H ( x ) + H ( E ) , which upon substitution in (12) yields the result.
This of course guarantees that the optimized lower bound satisfies _CO (opt) 2 CO (opt*) 2 CzE a property which is not necessarily maintained for the unoptimized bound _CO (12).
. .
E. Some Properties of the Bounds and Numerical Results
The upper bound CO ( A l ) and the (i.i. codes are discussed. In Fig. 5 , the bound CO, depicted for the try factor Po, with the no shift probability Po used as a parameter taking on the values 0.00,0.25 (Figs. 3 and 6 ) and 0.50,0.75 (Figs. 4 and 7) . The code capacity C , and the lower bound on the zero-error capacity CZE (13) are also shown. Note that the upper bound CO is symmetric with respect to Pas, while the lower bound CO evaluated for either the optimized i.i.d. distribution (Figs. 3, 4, 6, 7) , or the geometrical one (Fig. 5) is not. This is attributed to the fact that the probabilityJunction of
, which rises in the evaluation of C O (see Appendix) is symmetric with respect to Pa,. However, P ( E ) the probability function of E which is intimately involved in determining the expression for the lower bound CO (12) is definitely not symmetric with respect to Pa, (2) (standing explicitly for the asymmetry factor). This clearly leads to the observed fact that the one dimensional probability P ( x ) of the i.i.d. phrase lengths that maximizes _CO is also asymmetric with respect to the average phrase length. The capacity C,,, itself should be a symmetric function of Pa,. This is concluded by reversing the time axis at the channel input. In other words, let P(Xm) be the stationary capacity achieving distribution satisfying a ( d , k ) constraint. Reversing now the discrete-time axis changes nothing in this distribution nor in the channel, thus the same capacity is achieved. However, the shifts are also reversed and what, in the original time scale, appeared to be a left shift is now, in the reversed time frame, interpreted as a right shift and the other way around, concluding thus our argument. This argumentation enables us to tighten the lower bounds by taking the max[_Co(Pa,),_Co(-Pas)] as the im- Observe that the upper bound CO is not necessarily a convex function of Pas while the lower bound _CO is (a property demonstrated in Figs. 3-7) . The U convexity of _CO with respect to Pa, follows directly from (12) using the fact that I ( x + E ; € ) = H ( x + E ) -H ( E ) is a U convex function of the noise transition probability [21, ch. 41 and noting that the distribution functions of E (standing here for the noise that is independent of x ) with fixed Po, form a convex space. It is-readily verified that the upper and lower bounds coincide CO = CO = C , to give the exact capacity in cases of no channel impairment (Po = 1) or a deterministic impairment (Po = 0 and Pas = 1/2), which evidently cause no degradation in capacity. .
CONCATENATION OF BIT-SHIFI. AND BINARY SYMMETRIC CHANNELS
In the previous section a simple model for the bit-shift channel has been introduced and bounds on the capacity were evaluated. Single position bit shifts do not capture all the dominant impairments experienced in practical magnetic recording systems employing peak detectors. It has been noted that random errors, described in [6] as either missing or extra peaks, are also of a significant importance. The random error mechanism is reasonably well characterized by the BSC model [lo] . This observation motivates the combination of the PSC with the BSC into a single channel. The BSC alone has been examined and bounds on the capacity with ( d , k ) constrained inputs were recently reported [lo] , [20] . However, neither results for the PSC ~~ ~ ~ -.
- or the BSC alone reflect the behavior of a tandem connectidn, unless one of the channels dominates the capacity. The order in which the channels are concatenated is of importance and here we specialize to the tandem connection of a PSC followed by a BSC. This configuration abbreviated here by PSC/BSC and schematically depicted in Fig. 8 , lends itself to a relatively simple analysis.
The binary sequences at -the input and outputs of the PSC/BSC are denoted by X and Z, respectively, while the corresponding sequecce at the output_ of the-PSC (input of the BSC) is denoted by Y. Note that X, Y, and Z are all sequences composed respectively of binary symbols Z,, f l and 2, as opposed-to the phrases discussed in previous sections. The upper tilde is used to explicitly denote this fact. The capacity of the PSC/BSC channel is defined as
P ( X N ) = PN(d,k)
N -m whtre the supremum i_s taken over all probability distributions P ( X N ) in the class of PJd, kkstanding for all the probability distributions of binary sequences of length N satisfying the ( d , k ) constraint. Since any binary sequence is uniquely decomposed into phrases and vice versa, it is clear that P,(d,k)= pm(d, k ) , where the sign = stands here for equivalence. Naturally, a selection of a probability law for the phrase lengths within the ( d , k ) constrained class induces a certain distribution on the binary ( d , k ) input sequence and vice versa. A simple lower bound on the capacity of the PSC/BSC channel is found by invoking "Mrs. Gerber's" Lemma [24] in a similar way as has been used for the BSC alone [20] . Specializing to i.i.d. phrases (denoted by untilded symbols) and follo_wing (12) we note that the entropy per symbol of the sequence Y is lower bounded by
Now, by "Mrs. Gerber's" lemma (for details of the application of this lemma see [20] ) the entropy per symbol of the output binary sequence of the PSC/BSC is lower bounded by ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 31, NO. 3, MAY 1991 where h ( . ) and h-'(.) stand for the binary entropy function h(u) = -U log U -( 1 -u)log(l -U), 0 5 U I 1/2 and its inverse, respectively. The notation * is used for binary convolution P * 4 "p(1-4)+ 4 1 -P), 0 ( P , 4 5 1 and the value PBs, denotes the crossover probability of the BSC. By elementary decomposition of entropies [21, ch. 21 
H ( i " , F " , P ) = H(X")+ H ( ? " [ i N ) + H ( B N l X , P )
= H ( X") + H ( P I X " ) + H ( W k N , 2"). where the last equality follows by using (6) and noting
lim N -' H ( Z N 1 f N ) = h( P B S C ) .
N + m
Finally, the lower bound
follows after substituting these equations into the expression Iim N -' I ( X~;~" )
The best bound within this class is found by optimizing it over the phrase distribution P ( x ) . The optimized distribution is the one that maximizes hL(f). This optimized lower bound is depicted in Fig. 9 versus PBsc where the asymmetry factor Pa, = 0 and P,-the no-shift probability-takes on the values 0.0, 0.5 and Po = 1.0.
The lower bound Cpsc/ssc (15) specializes for PBsc = 0 to the lower bound _CO (12) for the PSC alone. At the other extreme for H ( E ) = 0 that is: a totally deterministic PSC, this lower bound specializes to the "Mrs. Gerber's" based lower bound for the BSC alone (see the bound C k l in [20] ). These observations are clearly demonstrated in Fig. 9 . Note further that the lower bound turns trivial for high values of the cross-over probability-PBSc. This is best demonstrated by letting PBsc = 1/2 which yields (15) ~P S C / B S C = -H ( € ) / E ( x ) < 0-a trivial result. For example for Pa, = 0.0 and Po = 0.5, this bound is useless for all PBsc > 0.07 (see Fig. 9 ). This is the reason why another class of lower bounds is attempted in the following. The "Mrs. Gerber's" based lower bound can further be improved by applying the above described technique to first-order Markov ( d , k ) phrases and optimizing over the underlying joint distribution of consecutive pairs rather than optimizing over i.i.d. phrases as has been done here.
Another lower bound on the capacity of the PSC/BSC follows by restricting the channel input sequence to a special class of ( d , k ) fued block length codes of length L. That is: the input sequences are produced by concatenating a restricted family of L-tuple binary symbols. These tuples are selected in a particular way so that they potentially can be errorlessly decoded considering the PSC outputs only, however, as opposed to the method used to construct a lower bound on the zero-error capacity in Consider the sequence {x,) where x, E (000,010) are triplets of binary symbols (block length L = 3 ) produced by the finite state Markov machine shown in Fig. 10 . Note that the outputs of this machine satisfy the (2,5) constraint. Let { s l ) stand for the sequence of states s, = (0,l) of this specific two state machine.
We assume that the triple x, is generated in the transition between state s, -to s,. Note that the machine is unifilar and the stationary state probabilities are p (
where /3 is the probability of a transition from state 0 to state 1. Let Or denote the PSC/BSC output triplet corresponding to the input triplet x,. This is best characterized via the channel shown in Fig. 11 that describes the effect of the PSC/BSC for this special class of inputs. Note that the concatenated configuration of the PSC/BSC manifests itself here into an equivalent discrete memoryless channel (DMC).
This is due to the fact that previous and future inputs x, where j # i are of no relevance in determining the ith output 8,
--lossless of finite' &der can be viewed as ''deterministic with bounded delay."
. 
where the bound is evaluated for an arbitrary p, (see Fig. 10 ) and where the coefficient 1/3 is introduced in order to give the bound in units of bits channel bit (as opposed to input channel triplet). It is easily verified that where
Pb(B) = Prob(eJx = 010) (1%) and where 6 assumes all the eight possible values of the triplet output (see Fig. 11 ). The expressions Pa(e),Pb(f3) are easily evaluated by using the transition probabilities described in Fig.  11 . The efficiency of this lower bound is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for Pa, = 0 and Po = 0.5 where the parameter / 3 was chosen to optimize the bound. Evidently C1-PSC/BSC I 1/3. However, noting that the phrases of the (d, k ) codes produced by the Markov machine described in Fig. 10 lengths are of 3 and 6, it is realized that this bound must satisfy a more stringent inequality ~1 -p s c / B s c I czE for any PBsc 2 0. This follows since czE (13) was found in terms of the entropy maximizing sequence composed of phrases of length 3 and 6 (see Section 11-D). Eventually it happens so that in this case ~l . P S C / B S C for P,,, = 0 coincides exactly with cZE, which follow the observation that the geometric distribution of phrases giving CzE (13) can be produced by the Markov machine in Fig. 10 , with a proper selection of p. This is clearly evident in Fig. 9 . Note however that for P,,, = 0, cpsc/Bsc (15) 2 czE (13) since for PBsc = 0 the lower bound cPSC/BSC specializes to CO (12) that (with optimizing the i.i.d. phrase distribution) satisfies _CO (opt*) 2 CzE. These observations explain the general conclusion (which is also demonstrated in Fig. 9 ) that for sufficiently low values of PBsc the bound C1.psc~Bsc (16) falls short as compared to our previous bound Cpsc,,Bsc (15) . However, for sufficiently large values of PBsc the conclusion is reversed since Cpsc/Bsc turns trivial while ~l~p s c~B s c is nonnegative for all P B S c r 1/2. In Fig. 9 , this behavior is demonstrated and we notice that for this specific case of a (2,5) constraint with Pa, = 0 and Po = 0.5, c1.pSc/BsC is superior over ~p s c / B s c starting at comparatively small values of the crossover probability PBSc. The generalization to an arbitrary (d, k ) constraint follows by incorporating more states as is described in Fig. 12 where an r +1-state machine is describe. For further details see [25] . In all these generalizations the lower bound on capacity is given by (16) [20] . Note that somewhat tighter bounds are found in [20] , however for the present case the difference is quite small and therefore the simple bound log2-h(PBsc) was taken. Note further that PBSc in Fig. 9 varies between 0.00 to 0.10 and in this range CO I log2-h(PBSc) for all the parameters Pa, and Po considered here and thus the upper bound equals to the upper bound on the capacity of the PSC alone which is independent of P, , , .
For Po = 1.0 the upper bound equals to the exact capacity which is of course the (2,s) code capacity C , .
Improvement on the upper bound for the capacity of the PSC/BSC_ follows the observation that the output of the PSC channel Y cannot eventually cover the whole family of ( d -2, k +2) sequences. Additional constraints imposed on Y can be used to tighten the bound (see further discussion in [25]). Obviously, the zero-error capacity of the PSC/BSC is zero, since it is zero for the BSC alone, provided that PBsc > 0.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
A simple channel model has been introduced in an effort to account for the single position bit (peak) shifts that were identified as one of the major error generating mechanisms in a certain class of magnetic recording systems [1]- [9] . The effect of this channel on the commonly used (d,k) codes with d 2 2, is conveniently characterized in terms of phrase lengths. The peak shifts, modeled here by an i.i.d. ternary sequence (ei} (l) , (21, either expand or shrink the respective phrases imposing therefore an inherent correlation. This correlation introduces memory to the channel.
Sequences of nonincreasing upper bounds cl, 1 = 0,1,. . . , and nondecreasing lower bounds _Cl, 1 = 0,1, * * , on the channel capacity under the (d, k ) input constraint have been derived and the respective bounds for the most simple case 1 = 0 have been expressed in a compa_ct form. See (Al) and (12) for the expression for the bounds CO and _CO respectively. These bounds have been explored for certain values of the parameters: Po-the probability of no shift and Pa,-the asymmetry factor (2). The lower bound _CO evaluated for an interesting i.i.d. input phrase distribution specified in Section 11-D yields a lower bound, cZE, on the zero-error capacity. This lower bound C, , (13) is interpreted as the code capacity of a specially selected (d,k) code the interphrase length distance of which is 3 and which is easily decoded with no errors using only the observations at the output of the PSC channel.
The channel model is extended to account for errors generated by a peak-shift mechanism as well as in a random fashion. This is accomplished by connecting in tandem the proposed peak-shift channel (PSC) followed by the binary symmetric channel (BSC). Lower and upper bounds on the capacity of the concatenated channel, abbreviated by PSC/BSC, with (d, k ) constrained inputs were presented. The lower bounds cpsc/Bsc (15) and ~l-psc/Bsc (16) were derived respectively by employing "Mrs. Gerber's" lemma in a similar way to that reported in [20] , and by making use of a restricted class of fixed block length (d,k) sequences. The upper bound cpsc/Bsc (18) follows by utilizing some properties of binary channels connected in tandem. Since this upper bound is in general not tight unless one of the channels, either the PSC or the BSC, dominates capacity, some improvements were suggested. Other techniques for bounding the capacity of the PSC/BSC channel are also of interest as well as are bounds on the capacity of the BSC/PSC standing in short for the channel specified via the tandem connection of a BSC followed by a PSC.
A single peak shift evidently causes at most two consecutive errors, thus codes with short burst correction properties may turn efficient in this scenario. Codes combining both short-bursts and random error-correction capabilities [ 161, are a natural selection to be used in cases where both types of errors due to the shifts and random mechanisms are observed [6] . Block codes designed specifically to completely recover a single of few single position bit shifts within the encoded block have recently been reported [17] , [18] . Further exploration of the properties of the PSC and the PSC/BSC may deepen the insight into the selection of codes that possess the capability to cope efficiently with the error generating mechanisms that are captured by these channel models.
The basic channel models introduced here, the PSC and the PSC/BSC are easily extendible to account for a multiposition bit (peak) shifts. However, unless the d parameter in the (d, k ) runlength-limited input, is chosen to be not less than twice the maximal span of the allowed bit shift, input phrases may vanish or be regenerated. This phenomenon considerably complicates the analysis of the extended models and it is this reason for specializing here, where only a single position shift is consid-
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AF-PENDIX
EVALUATION OF THE UPPER BOUND eo BY (7) where y1 = y and x1 = x, omitting, for the sake of convenience, the index 1 = 1. We note that y = x + v where U = cl -E , E (0, 
(A3)
The average phrase length is E(x) = E ; : ; + Another alternative is to find the maximum in (Al) under an lossless of finite order can be viewed as ''deterministic with bounded delay." 
